
HOMEWORK  

REVIEW ALL THE MAIN CONTENTS FROM UNIT 1 TO UNIT 7 OF ENGLISH FOR 

STUDENTS GRADE 5 

My  Phuoc  primary  school. 

Class: 5/ ….. 

Student’s  name:…………………….……………… 

 

 

Part 1: Write sentences.Put the adverb in the correct position. 

a. We go to the cinema.(sometime) 

We sometimes go to the cinema. 

b. Anna gets up early every morning.(always) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Lisa helps her parents with the housework (sometimes) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

4. We go to school late (never) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

5. Laura has breakfast with her family(always) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

6. My sister goes to bed late (always) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

7.My mother eats  in the restaurant.( sometimes) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

8.They read books in the library on Sunday . (always) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

9. We go to the swimming pool on Sunday. (sometimes) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

10. Ann surfs the Net in the evening. (always) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

11. I go swimming on Sunday. (sometimes) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

12. Sam goes to school with his friends. (sometimes)  

…………………………………………………………………………. 

PERIOD  5 
Contact me at phone number or Zalo. 

User name: Nhật Trương. 

My cellphone number: 0382209890 

All of the students grade 5 need to do 

the homework every week. After 

completing, sts take photos the 

homework and send me. I will check. 

 



Part 2: 

 
Part 3: 

 

 

Part 4:   Fill in : in , at , on 

On Monday …………….. 6:15 

…………….. the morning. …………….. the afternoon 

…………….. 8:30 …………….. Thursday 

…………….. the evening …………….. night 

…………….. Friday …………….. 9:45 

…………….. 1967 ………….….. Monday morning 

………….…. July …………….  the winter 



Part 5:  Put the words in the correct order to make sentences 

 

1. sometimes/reads/He/in/the/afternoon./books/ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. play/They/always/tennis/ on/ Saturday./ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. swims/always/My/sister/in/summer./the 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. never/goes/She/shopping/Monday./on/ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. get/up/early/I /always/the/morning./in/ 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. My/sister/her/homework/does/in/the afternoon./ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. have/a/shower/I /early/in/morning./the 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. basketball/My/brother/always/plays/Sunday./on/ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

9. never/My/father/goes/shopping./ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

10. theater/sometimes/She/movie/goes/to/the/Sunday./on 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

11. My/always/friends/ football/play/on Saturday afternoons./ 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

12. always/go/to/the/beach/on/the/weekend./We 

…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 6:  Look at table and write.      = always            = sometimes         = never 

 
go to the 

playground 

go to the 

library 

go to the 

swimming 

pool 

go to the 

shopping 

mall 

go to the 

museum 

 

Lisa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toby 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elsa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ben 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Lisa always goes to the playground. b. Toby _________ goes to the swimming pool     

c. Elsa ________ goes to the library. d. Ben __________ goes to the shopping mall     

e. Lisa _________ goes to the museum. f. Toby _________ goes to the playground. 

g. Ben ________ goes to the library. h. Toby ________ goes to the library. 

i. Lisa _________ goes to the swimming 

pool     

j. Elsa _________ goes to the swimming pool     

 

The end! 
Please do it carefully. 


